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Abstract. Jn this paper we describe the results of our work on the reduction of
the oval defects in GaAs and AIGaAs layers, grown by MBE. Among the influence of such parameters as vacuum system condition, growth rate and substrate
preparation, which arc crytically discussed in brief, the main attention is given
to two factors: (a) the quantity of Ga in pBN crucible and (b) the As4 flux. It
is concluded that the density of the oval defects can be considerably decreased
(more than 10 times) by using less than a half volume charged pBN crucible with
Ga. The increase of As 4 flow during MBE process creates small size ( ~ 3 µm)
a type defects without particulates in their cores. This kind of defects can be
completely eliminated by maintaining As stabilized growth condition with just
sufficient arsenic flux.

ia. 98 ( 1989) 590.
ia, A. Dapergolas. 100 ( 1990) 425.

1. Introduction
During the last years many extensive efforts have been made in investigating the origin
of surface defects in molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) GaAs and AlGaAs films and to
find methods for reducing them [1-24].
The oval defects are a kind of physical defect on the surface morphology, oriented
with its major axis in (1 IO) direction on (100) GaAs substrate. The oval (elliptical)
fonn is considered to be a result of growth kinetics dependence, i. e. GaAs growth
rate, on orientation. The defects appear as hillocks or faceted growth around nucleation
centres (cores) and their typical density varies between 10 and 10 5 cm- 2 , depending
on the cleanliness of the substrate and MBE machine, the growth rate, the epi-layer
thickness and growth conditions. The nucleation centres are ordinary micro or macro
particulates, conuning from the substrate or during substrate loading and transferring in
MBE machine, as well as from MBE sources materials, i. e. Ga, As and their oxides.
There are three main sources of oval defects grown in the process [3, 19, 22, 24] :
substrate, particulates and gallium source. Among the classifications made during the
last years we shall mention that ofNambu et al. [13] and Fujiwara et al. [19]. According
@ 1995 St. Kliment Ohridski University Press All rights reserved
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to the notation used in (19], the oval defects are classified as a and /3 types. The
- a 6 , have no macroscopic
core particulates. The o: 1 , o: 2 and o:5 types are due to the microscopic contaminations
(probably carbon) (14] of the substrate during substrate preparation and/or in vacuum
enviroment of MBE machine. The 0: 6 type appears with "pair" only in an extreme case
of heavily contaminated substrate, mainly with sulfur [7]. There are many published
data confirming the suggestion that o:3 , o: 4 type originates from the Ga effusion cell,
either by the presence of Ga 2 03 on the Ga melt (3, 5, 11, 22, 23] or by the Ga spitting
(1, 16, 18, 22] or both.

a type defects, subclassified into six different types a 1

The f3 type oval defects (14, 16] have a macroscopic central region that forms around
a particulate. The particulate adhere to the wafer surface during wafer preparation,
loading, transferring and layer growth.

Reduction o
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A number of methods have been reported to reduce the oval defect density:
using a clean r~om for MBE laboratory and high purity water;
improved methods for substrate cleaning;
MBE of GaAs under a H 2 pressure (11];
Mg doping of Ga (25];
decreasing the Ga cell temperature (11];
filling the Ga crucible to its maximum capacity [ 1,25];
using other materials for Ga cell crucible instead of pyrolitic boron nitride
(pBN): sapphire (22], pyrolitic graphite (pG);
(8) modification of Ga cell heater to obtain a positive axial temperature gradient
toward the cell orifice [ 1, 22, 26];
(9) aluminium treated pBN crucible (24];
(I 0) replacement of As 4 by As2 source [ 16].
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

The purpose of these methods is to prevent surface contamination (method I, 2), the
formation of Ga oxides in the Ga melt (methods 3, 4) and Ga droplets at the crucible
orifice (methods 5-9) and to change surface diffusion of gallium atoms (method 10).

Fig. 1. Typical oval defects in MBE layers without particulates in the centre region
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Using As 2 instead of As 4 source (method 10) the mean free path of gallium atoms
on the surface of the growing film becomes much smaller, which can account for the
variation in morphology [ l 6].
None of the methods described could completely eliminate the oval defects and
the efforts to find simple, economical and effective method preventing the oval defect
fom1ation, continue.
In the present study we have examined the oval defect density in correlation with
As 4 / Ga flux and found that there is one narrow range of this ratio very near to (3 x 6)
surface reconstruction but yet in As stabilised condition (2 x 4 reconstruction), where
small size (~ 3 J.lm) oval defects without core particulates disappear. The results differ
from those in [5, 11], where is concluded that As pressure is not an impmtant factor in
defect reduction.

educe the oval defect density:
and high purity water;

apacity [ 1,25] ;
ble instead of pyrolitic boron nitride
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2. Experimental Results and Discussion
The GaAs layers were grown with sufficient arsenic flux to maintain arsenic stabilized
growth condition, but as will be discussed later, it was not optimised in relation to oval
defect density. Semiinsulated GaAs substrates (100) were used for experiments. In all
cases the MBE process was carried out at 550 °C substrate temperature and a growth
rate of 1 1-un/ h detennined by measurement of reflected high energy [20 keV] electron
difraction (RHEED) oscilations. The thickness of the layers for defect evaluation was
typically l /J,111, but for investigation of the growth condition on the oval defect density
layers up to 10 µm were used.
The loading/ unloading module of our MBE system and the chemical cleaning of the
substrates were perfonned in laminar flow stations. The transportation of the substrates
between both stations was done by vacuum container. Ten wafers clamped on Mo disks
could be loaded in the module. Every time the system was open to the air, baking of
growth chamber was accomplished.
The pBN crucible (15 cm3 ) was assembled into a standard type source furnace, the
so called cold lip design without additional heating of the crucible orifice. In such
construction because of the thermal emission from the crucible orifice there is an axial
temperature gradient with the orifice wall temperature lower than the temperature of the
crucible bottom end. It is very difficult to measure the temperature distribution in the
gallium effusion cell , but many authors [22 , 24] accept this resonable suggestion. At
the beginning of our experiments the Ga cell crucible was loaded with Ga to the limit
of its capacity.
Various methods of cleaning the GaAs substrates were tried. The passivation of
the substrate surface, preventing contamination before growth, was made by various
methods as chemical , thermal or ultra violete ozone oxides.
Typical oval defects in our MBE layers are shown in Figs 1, 2, where two clearly
distinguished classes of defects are observed: one without particulate in the centre
(Fig. 1) and such having one (Fig. 2). Within every class a modification in the detail
morphology also can be seen. The oval defect density was, however, too large around
10 4 cm- 2 , even after many epitaxial processes. The only factors correlated with the
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density were found to be layer thickness and Ga cell temperature. The density descreases
with decreasing thickness and Ga cell temperature (growth rate), but remains too large
for practical use. No clear con-elation of this large density with substrate cleaning
procedures, substrate passivation oxides and oxide desorption parametres (temperature
and duration in vacuum) was observed.

Fig. 2. Typical oval defects in MBE layers with particulates in the centre region
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Fig. 3. Oval defects with complicated cores

However, the oval defect density was low, in the 10 3 cm- 2 range, when less than a
half of the crucible was fill with Ga. This result allowed us by two half volume charged
Ga cells and optimised As4/Ga ratio (see below) to grow layers with 1 µm rate with
defect density no more than 500 cm- 2 .
This is consistent with the wide spread opinion that the base mechanism for Ga
cell related defects is the fonnation of gallium droplets by condensation on the cooler
crucible orifice. These droplets fall down on the Ga melt in the hotter bottom part

Fig. 4. Defee
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of the crucible which causes turbolent reaction resulting in the injection of small Ga
droplets from the crucible. Obviously, if the empty part of the crucible is long enough,
the probability the droplets to be evaporated before to reach the melt is increased and
therefore the gallium spitting could be reduced.
If arsenic stabilised growth condition is maintained with just sufficient arsenic flux,
the surface diffusivity of fine Ga clusters can be increased, and they will spread out
unifonnly onto the substrate surface and therefore uniform increase of growth rate can
be expected. Such condition is very favourable to get smooth surface. In this case, as
was observed by us, the oval defects without core particulates disappear, but those with
in-egularity in the centre or with particulate still remain.
When Ga clusters (or droplets) have large size, they do not have sufficient time spread
out on the surface by diffusion. As a result the Ga droplets fonn the crystallities of GaAs
with complicated central cores (Fig. 3). X-ray microprobe analysis was performed to
detect the chemical composition of the central region and at a distance from the defects.
No composition difference was observed at the oval defect regions. At further reduction
of the As 4 flow a new type of circular central region defects appear (Fig. 4). The
investigation of this type of defects by X-ray microprobe shows the presence of liquid
region (98 % Ga) at the central region. The defect in Fig. 4 arises when comparely large
particlle of Ga fonns on the surface and at the same time As 4 flow is not enough the
Ga particall to form stechiometric compound. Namely, by the presence of Ga liquid
phase can be explained the circular shape at the defect central region in Fig. 4. This
is not in contradiction with the results in [16], where the reduction of As 4 flow leads
to increasing the ellipticity of the defects as a result of increased surface diffusivity
of Ga atoms or clusters. In the mentioned work the central regions of the defects are
crystalities of GaAs whereas in Fig. 4 it is a Ga droplet (liquid).

mplicated cores

he 10 3 cm- 2 range, when less than a
llowed us by two half volume charged
) to grow layers with 1 {Lm rate with

Fig. 4. Defect with circular central region

ion that the base mechanism for Ga
roplets by condensation on the cooler
e Ga melt in the hotter bottom part

In Fig. 5 are shown our typical results for the dependence of a type defects without
particulates in their cores on the As source temperature. It can be seen that an increase
of As source temperature by 10 °C from the optimal value can increase the density of
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the discussed type defects more than 1000 times. The other type defects, i. e. particle
originated or big size defects, are not influenced by the As source temperature (As flux).
The causes for the increasing of the defect density at high As 4 flux is not completely
understood. It is well known that the surface diffusivity of Ga atoms on the growth
surface decreases when the As pressure increases. This fact can be responsible in some
extent only for the observed behaviour. First, it is not likely to assume such step-like
diffusivity changing (Fig. 5) and second, including the Ga surface diffusion as a key
parameter in oval defect density is contradictionary [16, 24]. Therefore, it is reasonable
to suggest that the defects come from different origins related to As source as oxides,
impurities or As particles. As it is seen from Fig. 5 this kind of defects can be completely
eliminated simply by maintaining As stabilized growth condition with just sufficient
arsenic flux. Because of this it is most likely the origin of arsenic related defects to
be connected with the As particals (small crystals) coming from As solid source and
landing on GaAs surface.
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Fig. 5. Dependence of a type oval defect density on the As source temperature

3. Conclusion
The filling of the pBN crucible with Ga to its maximum capacity increases the density
of Ga source related defects in MBE GaAs and AlGaAs films. The density of these
defects can be considerably decreased by using less than half a volume charged Ga
source. If the empty part of the crucible is long enough, the probability the Ga droplets
to be evaporated before to reach the Ga melt is increased, which reduces the formation
of defects on the growth surface.
Small size a type oval defects without particulates in their cores can be completely
eliminated by maintaining As stabilized growth condition with just sufficient arsenic
flux.
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